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BRUCE NAUMAN, JEAN LAPLANCHE AND THE ART OF HELPLESSNESS

Josh Cohen 


Introduction: Raw Materials
In 2005, Bruce Nauman became the fifth artist to take on the annual transformation of Tate Modern’s Turbine Hall. The Unilever Series had fast become one of the global art world’s most prestigious commissions, providing the artist the opportunity to inscribe and elaborate an aesthetic signature on an incomparably grand scale. Indeed, visual scale had been central to the responses of previous artists. Nauman’s predecessor Anish Kapoor, for example, had carefully calibrated the size and structure of his Marsyas to the vast dimensions of the Hall, its play of height and length rising and falling heroically against the cavernous void it occupied. 

Seen against the background of such visual drama, Nauman’s decision to empty the Hall of all visual content but itself becomes even more striking, a kind of grandeur of the negative. Entering the Hall induced in me an immediate and startling sense of perceptual displacement. Dwarfed by the space, my simultaneous sense of concentration and distraction was multiply mirrored in the avoidant, self-enclosed gaze of the many other viewers. I recall in their disoriented expressions and uncertain bodily movements my own sense of multiple dispossession – of a focus for my gaze, of an explicit path to follow through the space, and of that sense of perceptual orientation ordinarily conferred by the simple fact of display.
 
Where the exhibited object renders both myself and other viewers essentially anonymous, identifying each of us in the shared project of looking,1 the absence of any such object exposes me to myself and others, to invoke Jean-Luc Nancy’s terms, in my irreducible singularity. The presence of the other viewers becomes troubling because it cannot be absorbed by the common project represented by the object. The other is no longer an interchangeable instance of a generalized viewing ‘function’, and so no longer a reassuring mirror of myself. Rather, the presence of others in the Hall displaced me from the centre of my own experience, rendering the crowd not a fused entity in which each member stood for every other, but a “compearance” of singularities, “equally distant from any notion of connection or joining from the outside and from any notion of a common and fusional interiority”.2 To look at another member of this crowd was precisely not to see a version of myself. It is as if we shared only an absence of anything to share.

Of course, Raw Materials was not without content. The absence of any visual focus was also the positive condition for experiencing the 21 audio pieces at its heart. Punctuating the width of the hall at equal intervals were bands of audio content transmitted by wall-mounted directional speakers. Walking through the hall, the viewer was assailed by successive spoken, shouted and sung texts which become near inaudible as soon as one ventured outside the reach of the speakers. One might further argue that these pieces have been abstracted from the long-term corpus of Nauman’s previous work, and so presumably identify the viewers in a common interest, however minimal. 

And yet Nauman’s sound texts pointedly fail to draw their scattered hearers into anything resembling a common body. Far from mitigating the sense of strangeness induced by the Hall’s visual emptiness, the audio texts amplified it. Their violent noise, verbal and non-verbal, only accentuated the chasm dividing viewers from both the work and one another, not to mention from themselves. In this essay, I want to suggest that psychoanalysis provides one resource for hearing this noise without clarifying it and so compromising its enigmatic force. Reading the overall project in dialogue with its constituent parts, as well as with other works in Nauman’s corpus, I will be especially concerned with its assailant logic, the ambush it performs on its viewer’s subjectivity, famously described by the artist himself in his 1988 interview with Joan Simon: “Art that was just there all at once. Like getting hit in the face with a baseball bat. Or better, like getting hit in the back of the neck. You never see it coming; it just knocks you down”.3 It’s worth pausing at this distinction between frontal and rearward ambush, for in refining his sense of assault, Nauman seems to place the stress on the viewer/ victim’s absolute vulnerability or, to invoke a term rich in both idiomatic and psychoanalytic resonance, on their helplessness.

The aesthetic of the baseball bat
The Turbine Hall commission, then, might be taken by a given artist as a kind of invitation to reflexive self-synthesis, drawing together in a single work the disparate formal and thematic threads of a long and illustrious career. Indeed, it is hard to avoid seeing in the space’s grand scale an implicit reference to the art-historical significance of the commissioned artist. Given its gathering of 21 disparate works from across some forty years in a single new configuration, one might be tempted to identify just such a response in Raw Materials. From this perspective, the work would be a kind of concentrated auto-summary.

I think there are many reasons to reject such a view. For as an act of self-interpretation (which it undoubtedly is), Raw Materials is less a synthesis than an undoing, or in André Green’s term, an unbinding of Nauman’s own corpus. Green is seeking to reorient psychoanalytic literary criticism away from ‘reading’ (‘lire’) and towards ‘unbinding’ (‘délier’); that is, away from an interpretive construction that would fulfil its meaning, and towards a dismantling that would question the terms of its own coherence:

He [the psychoanalyst] breaks open the secondarity [of the text] in order to retrieve, upstream from the binding process, the state of boundlessness [déliaison] which the binding process has covered up. The psychoanalytic interpretation jerks the text out of its groove […]. The analyst unbinds the text and frees its ‘delirium’.4

Renouncing the opportunity to seal his (already dispersed and fractured) visual identity, Nauman instead wipes it out. By severing the textual from the various neon, sculptural and video components of the original works, he radically depletes their already precarious interpretive support. In reading himself, Nauman takes the route of unbinding, enacting a regressive movement from synthesis to dissolution, cooked to raw. Indeed, a comment from as early as 1971 suggests that this movement had always animated his work: “When you display a piece of art, normally you add something to the environment. You give extra information. I thought why not remove some of the information”.5 

Raw Materials crowns Nauman’s career, not by fulfilling its diverse meanings and possibilities in a definitive work, but on the contrary, by radicalizing this subtractive logic. In wrenching the texts from their original visual context and presenting them anew, he demands an abandonment of all previous ‘knowledge’ about them. As Rosalind Krauss argues (with his 1966 casts in mind), Nauman’s practices, refusing either resemblance or utility, attack the very production of meaning itself.6 In this respect, they are strikingly close to a certain construal of psychoanalytic practice, whereby “a known meaning is destabilized in the direction of non-knowledge, that is to say, in the direction of the certainty that meaning is fundamentally unstable owing to the inadequacy of the knowledge used to convey it”.7 Nobus and Quinn’s description of the “intentional mishearing” (81) of Lacanian technique, I suggest, serves as an uncannily precise formulation of Nauman’s aesthetic.

This non-knowledge, I have suggested, points in the direction of helplessness, a term that figures insistently in the reception of Nauman’s art, in reference both to its thematic content and the experience it induces. For Jorg Zütter, “the human being in all his helplessness”8 is at the centre of Nauman’s ongoing experiment. The term is referenced in his 1988 video installations, Learned Helplessness in Rats, though the explicit terminological illusion, as elsewhere in Nauman, is to behaviourism rather than psychoanalysis.9 This interest in behaviourism, however, should be seen less as a theoretical allegiance than as a fascination for the means by which helplessness might be brought to light as a structural condition of human psychic reality.

This condition was central to Freud’s metapsychology from the very first. In the posthumously published Entwurf, the so-called Project for a Scientific Psychology of 1895, he points to helplessness as a necessary effect of the infant’s prematurity and consequent consignment to the care of others. Only by announcing its helplessness to others (in screams) can the infant bring about the “specific action”10 required to ensure its own survival. This biological and mental helplessness will come to condition the human being’s later psycho-sexual life, and especially his real and imaginary relations to the parental carers on whom he depends, and who will model the primary forms of his erotic desire.

The structural place of helplessness in psychic life is arguably the most insistent problem in the work of Jean Laplanche. For Laplanche, infantile experience is characterized first of all by an excess of verbal and non-verbal communication from the adult other, “swamping the child’s capacity for apprehension and mastery”.11 These communications, or ‘messages’ resist mastery not simply because of the infant’s underdeveloped mental and linguistic apparatus, but equally because of their doubled content. From the first, the meaning of the message consciously transmitted from adult to child is compromised by the unconscious content that attaches to it. The vital functions of feeding and sheltering the baby cannot be experienced (by either parent or infant) apart from the carers’ erotic investment in these functions. Thus the feeding breast’s indispensable nutritive function is indissociable from the erotogenic stimulus it induces in both breast and mouth. This is what Laplanche formulates as the ‘leaning’ (Freud’s Anlehnung) of (sexual) drive on (vital) instinct.12

It is this “excess of message”,13 precluding the possibility of full apprehension or translation by the infant, that will finally produce the unconscious. The unconscious is constituted by those residues of adult messages that have resisted the infant’s apprehension, implanting themselves in the psyche as signifiers without referents, or “designified signifiers”.14 The psychoanalytic process involves an encounter with these designified signifiers, and an ongoing attempt to ‘translate’ them anew. “The aim”, writes Laplanche, “is not to restore a more intact past ... but to allow in turn a deconstruction of the old, insufficient, partial and erroneous construction, and hence to open the way to the new translation which the patient, in his compulsion to synthesize…will not fail to produce”.15

In his celebrated essay on transference, Laplanche points to the affinity of this process to those of cultural production and reception. Just as the analytic situation “provokes” a new encounter with the original enigma of alterity first confronted by the infant, so cultural experience addresses itself to an “essentially enigmatic”, anonymous addressee, “an other who is out of reach”.16 Like the enigmatic message that passes from adult to infant, it always harbours an excess whose meaning exceeds the understanding of the sender and recipient alike. It is in this “opening of the dimension of alterity” (230) that psychoanalysis and art find their mutual echo.

The first of a number of such echoes between Laplanche and Nauman might be heard in the distinction between vital instinct and sexual drive. Where instinct connotes those mechanisms of bodily needs and satisfactions endogenous to the human body, drive refers us to the network of desires and prohibitions in which these mechanisms are caught from the very first. There are drives, in other words, as soon as the other addresses me. 

Raw Materials, like the broader corpus from which it liberally selects, overflows with the elemental vocabulary (or raw material) of the unconscious: living, dying, loving, hating, shitting, pissing, feeding, eating, hurting, helping, good, bad, pain, desire, need… The work less represents these experiences to us than puts us in intense physical and mental proximity to them. The life of the drives is presented to us not in the form of representations of psychic states but of an experience of the other’s call. The sense of barely containable excitement, confusion and anxiety evoked by Raw Materials is intimately bound up with the experience of being the addressee of this unremittingly strange interpolation.

Mmmmeaning congealed
The title of the Turbine Hall show had its source in one of its 21 newly configured works: Raw Material – MMMM (1990) originally consisted of three video streams, one wall projected, the others on stacked monitors, each of which showed Nauman, eyes shut, humming continuously. This hum, now abstracted from the artist’s image, has a special place in the show, in that rather than being one amongst many discrete audio bands, it is diffused through the Hall, an ominous drone subtending the layers of noise emanating from the speakers, viewers and the building itself. 

The hum exemplifies with particular clarity the relationship between the original works and their new incarnations. It is not ‘sublated’ in the Hegelian sense of taken up as a transformed and subsumed element of a new whole. On the contrary, it is one of the many forms in which the work announces its refusal to cohere. The hum is disconcerting first of all because it appears to address us without saying anything to us. Following us through the hall, insinuating itself into every other auditory experience, it communicates nothing, evoking the most oblivious self-enclosure. In the original work, the stacked monitors and wall projection each show Nauman’s spinning head, eyes shut. Running out of sequence so that the heads continually face away from one another, the videos suggest the human being’s perpetually frustrated desire for the human being to meet himself face to face, to confirm his own identity. This non-coincidence is then doubled in the relation of the viewer to the face, its closed eyes blocking access to the artist’s inner life. 

The hum is a kind of concentrated residue of this experience of communication without signification. It returns the human voice to a state of undifferentiated sound where meaning, to invoke Krauss once more, ‘congeals’. Staying closed, the lips eliminate the distance that opens meaning itself. The hum heard insistently across the Hall intimates the entropic tendency of the other texts, as if threatening to pull them down to the same undifferentiated abyss of non-meaning. The “mmmm” underlying the words we hear “imagines the eradication of those distances that regulate the grid of oppositions, or differences, necessary to the production of meaning”.17

Freud, moreover, triggers a more specific association to the hum, namely the famous figure for auto-eroticism as lips kissing themselves.18 Freud describes a paradoxical state in which the mother’s extrinsic care has been absorbed into the infant’s bodily self-relation. In other words, the erotic self-enclosure implied in self-kissing lips betrays the presence of, in Laplanche’s phrase, “the other in me”.19 The phrase brings to mind yet another meaning of “Mmmm” – upwardly inflected (“Mmmm!”), it is a minimal signifier of pleasure in taking in something other to me through the eyes or mouth. 

The entropy of meaning in Nauman, in other words, signifies not just a process of internal psychic regression, but a fundamental experience of the other. The states of anxious excitement provoked by the audio texts revive for us, along with more archaic forms of mental function and expression, the originary enigma of the other’s address. Passing through each band of sound, I found myself increasingly haunted by the very question the infant would put to the parent (not to speak of the analysand to the analyst): what does he want? 

Passing into the hall, I heard the artist’s nervy and interminable intonation of “Thank You Thank You”. The text derives from a 1992 video work, a single monitor mounted on a cart showing Nauman shouting the titular phrase. This footage has been “cut up and reassembled into a ten-minute loop to create an irregular rhythm”.20 The resulting shifts in tone, such that the voice sounds by turns pleading and accusing, playful and aggressive, insinuates a menacing ambiguity into the phrase. Amplifying this ambiguity, “The words lose shape, playing tricks on the listener, so that ‘thank you’ appears to morph into its opposite, ‘fuck you’, and back again” (131). Words and affects, in Yves-Alain Bois’ phrase, “leak away into the nondifferentiated”,21 depleting the manifest message of its ostensible clarity and simplicity. As recipient of this message, it is as if I’m put in contact with its excess, a reservoir of ‘designified’ rage that cannot be verbalized, and yet underlies and conditions its conscious intent. Introducing a self-cancelling dynamic that will replay itself repeatedly across the hall, “Thank You Thank You” at once takes in and spits out its viewer. 

Nowhere is this dynamic more explicitly dramatized than in the twelfth audio text, derived from one of Nauman’s best known early works, “Get Out of My Mind, Get Out Of This Room”. First shown as part of a suite of five sound works in 1968, it was exhibited four years later as a separate piece, in which two speakers mounted at ear level on the walls of a small room transmitted the phrases, growled menacingly by Nauman himself. In the Turbine Hall, the original’s terrifying sense of claustrophobic enclosure in the hostile psychic space of another gives way to a kind of agoraphobic confusion. In the earlier version, the ferocious imperative to get out solicits a perverse compulsion to stay in, riveted to the spot of our own expulsion. This predicament is complicated in the Turbine Hall by the impossibility of obeying the injunction were we even minded to; its entire expanse is under the sway of Nauman’s mind, denying us a way out at every turn . As in “Thank You Thank You”, we become recipients of a message whose content, at once welcome and refusal, incorporation and expulsion, congeals into chaotic indistinction. 

In reducing his corpus to its auditory dimension, Nauman recodes it as an ongoing meditation on the very act of transmission, before and beyond its pragmatic function. The sound texts that comprise Raw Materials provokes an experience of de-signification, or to recall Green, of “the state of bondlessness which the binding process has covered up”, and in which, to invoke the artist himself, “language starts to break down as a useful tool for communication”.22 This suspension of language’s communicative function has been central to Nauman’s practice from the very first, and most notably in his voluminous output of textual and figurative work in neon.

Signs of the drives
Nauman’s neons self-consciously evoke the idioms of workaday American consumerism. Neon works by obtruding into the message, it displays the fact of display itself. Its demand on our attention is always in excess of its determinate content. Referencing the aesthetic of the neighbourhood bar or luncheonette, the spiralling blue and red of the 1967 Window or Wall Sign jars infamously with its Romantic proclamation that “The True Artist Helps the World By Revealing Mystic Truths”. The beer sign form seems to solicit faith and cynicism at once, to avow and to disclaim its own truth. Asked in the year he made the work whether he believes its message, Nauman replies, “I don’t know; I think we should leave that open”.23 Cast in the gaudy light of the subsequent decades’ neon work, this non-knowledge seems more structural than incidental, less a suspension than a cancellation of the question of belief. Here and across Nauman’s corpus, neon functions as the “universal solvent”24 in which all the message’s possible meanings meet and dissolve; the content transmitted disappears into the act of transmission.

This disappearance is pushed further in Raw Materials’ version of Window or Wall Sign’s 1968 companion piece, “The True Artist Is An Amazing Luminous Fountain”, in which the titular statement is repeated by a male and a female voice in Portuguese. In the absence of an exact translation for “amazing”, however, different Portuguese words (assombrosa and maravilhosa) are used by each speaker. This loss of exactitude is then doubled by the rhythm of the spoken repetitions, which begin in clearly distinguished alternations but come progressively to overlap one another, inexorably draining sense from sound in the process.

In the succeeding years, the Window or Wall Sign’s statically illuminated proposition would give way to starker pairings of words or phrases flashing alternately, evoking the frenetic spectacle and sleaze of 1960s Vegas more than the bar window. In Eat/Death (1970), the shorter word flashes yellow, overlaying the same letters in the middle of the “Death” that looms behind it. The phrases of Run From Fear / Fun From Rear (1972) are vertically juxtaposed in parallel neon lines. In these pieces, the discursive language of the differentiated, conscious subject gives way to the elemental language of the drives. Indeed, a decade later this drive-language would become more explicit still, as in Life, Death, Love, Hate, Pleasure, Pain (1983), in which these terms make up a single neon circle. 

For Freud, these terms are the alphabet of the unconscious, where they reside in a radically undifferentiated state: “The nucleus of the Ucs. consists of drive-representatives which seek to discharge their cathexes; that is to say, it consists of wishful impulses. These drive-impulses are co-ordinate with one another, exist side by side without being influenced by one another, and are exempt from mutual contradiction”.25 This freedom from contradiction is intimated in the infantile play of sound and letters in Eat/Death and Run From Fear. The preservative and the disintegrative, the libidinal and the destructive are set side by side, containing rather than opposing one another. Eating, at once the first self-preservative and the first erotic act, haunts and is haunted by murder and self-annihilation. The visual and sonic rhymes of “Run From Fear” with “Fun From Rear”, meanwhile, disclose the intimacy of phallic predation and castration anxiety, that is, of omnipotence and helplessness. As Freud will suggest in Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety, the infant’s drive to master the erotic object merges imperceptibly into flight from the object.26 Insinuated in Nauman’s confusions of eating and dying, pleasure and danger, then, is the tendency of these ‘word presentations’ of the drives to slide back into the ‘thingly’ non-differentiation from whence they came. In Laplanchean vocabulary, the signifiers of the drives are designified.

This voiding of signification is most explicit in Human Nature / Life Death / Knows Doesn’t Know. Here, the circle of Life, Death, Love, Hate, Pleasure, Pain is overlain by diagonal lines radiating from its centre: “Knows / Doesn’t Know”, “Cares / Doesn’t Care” “Human / Animal Nature”. The circle of dual drives is caught in these further dualities. Plunged into the indistinction of the unconscious, knowledge, care and humanity become ‘co-ordinate’ with their own negation. The organism lives and dies, is bound by knowledge and unbound by non-knowledge, preserved by care, destroyed by neglect – the flashing signs evoke the co-existence of the elemental possibilities of the human as simultaneously itself and its ‘animal’ other, that is, as a creature of the drives, consigned to the vicissitudes of knowledge, pleasure and love.

Freud’s account of the drives stresses the inaccessibility of their primal form. Drives are inextricable from the ‘vicissitudes’ [Triebschicksale] they undergo in the life of the organism – they are thus encountered only inferentially, as Freud’s list informs us, in the forms of “Reversal into its opposite. / Turning around the subject’s own self. / Repression. / Sublimation.”27 Consummate Mask of Rock, the longest of the 21 audio bands, seems to dramatize this destining of the drives and their derivatives to their own disguise. The text, which originally accompanied a 1975 sculptural installation, comprises a series of numbered terms which are then combined into propositions of increasing structural and affective complexity. The 17 terms include the basic vocabulary of human experience: “life”, “pain”, “desire”, “need”, “human companionship”, “die”, as well as the modalities through which we access these: “mask”, “fidelity”, “cover”, “infidelity”. The first set of terms is thus caught up in the increasingly elaborate knots of the second. Thus: “This is my mask of fidelity to truth and life. / This is to cover the mask of pain and desire. / This is to mask the cover of need for human companionship”. The first proposition announces the distance that separates us from our own “truth and life” – “fidelity” or proximity to these is itself a “mask”. The mask itself is then revealed as a cover, which then assumes a further mask, such that affective life manifests itself only as a series of displacements (and displacements of displacements).

One of the key preoccupations of post-Freudian psychoanalysis, however, and indeed of Nauman’s work in the decades following the Consummate Mask, would be to delineate the form of life and death drives prior to these vicissitudes and displacements, to burrow down to their most basic modes of functioning. In psychoanalysis, this task finds one of its most radical and systematic expressions in the work of Piera Aulagnier. 

In The Violence of Interpretation (1975), Aulagnier distinguishes a mode of psychic functioning that precedes and underlies the ‘primary’ level of the unconscious excavated by Freud. The primal (‘originaire’) process designates the life and death drives in their most immediate and fundamental form. Like D. W. Winnicott, her British counterpart writing at the same time, Aulagnier’s concern is with the infant’s psychic life prior to the differentiation of self from object, whereby “the psyche encounters the world as a fragment of specular surface, in which it mirrors its own reflection.”28 As in Winnicott, the infant’s experience of the external oscillates between a perfect complementarity, in which its psyche-somatic “zones” unite with its objects “in a perfect totality”, and a “tendency to hate radically anything that … demonstrates the dependence of the zone on the object, and recalls that the psyche might find itself in a state of lack” (28). The world, in other words, is split between being incorporated by and rejecting the infant, between (to recall Nauman) an unlimited ‘caring’ and an annihilatory ‘not caring’. “Joy and pain”, on this model, are registered as “corporal hieroglyphics” (30) of the psychic fulfilment or frustration of desire.

The psyche’s originary language, then, is birthed by the psycho-somatic experience of care or neglect, life or death. The helplessness identified by Freud as the structuring condition of infantile life consigns us to care or its lack, in what Laplanche calls ‘the fundamental anthropological situation.’ I have argued that Raw Materials works to recall its viewer to this situation, positioning her as the helpless addressee of the other’s enigmatic call. 100 Live and Die, the installation’s seventh auditory way-station, placed at the approach to the Turbine Hall bridge, is taken from Nauman’s 1985 neon, perhaps the most elaborate of the sequence he produced around the organising terms of life and death. As such, it is the text in which this fundamental anthropology comes most discomfitingly to the fore. The original neon consisted of a list of 100 “human attributes and actions”,29 paired in two vertical columns with the phrases “and die” and “and live” to produce a barrage of ambiguous injunctions. 

The audio version in Raw Materials foregrounds the imperative dimension of the text by having it chanted by a forceful chorus of six male and female voices. The voices alternate between the “die” and “live” columns, so that each action or attribute is paired with each drive. The list begins with ten actions: Live, Die, Shit, Piss, Eat, Sleep, Love, Hate, Fuck and Speak. These are followed by a range of derivations and elaborations, amongst them Lie, Laugh, Touch, Cut, Run, Play, Kill, Scream, Suck, Know and Think. The human organism is thus invoked as a site of elemental pains and pleasures, incorporations and projections. Each of these is subject to the vicissitudes of life and death, not excepting living and dying themselves, so that the first injunctions are “Live and Die / Live and Live / Die and Die / Die and Live”. 

For Aulagnier, we recall, life is that which produces at once the infant’s desire and its will to extinguish desire, to induce a state of perfect internal quiescence. “Live and Die”: the imperative to life provokes its counter-imperative. The formula, however, is reversible, for the state of quiescence, “the silence of desire and the silence of the world” (Aulagnier, 39) always solicits its own disturbance: “Die and Live”. From this perspective, “Live and Live” and “Die and Die” are not mere tautologies, for the persistence of the drive in its present form is only one of its possible vicissitudes. Every action or attribute on the list is similarly subject to its perpetuation or reversal. Kissing, raging, falling, rising, like sickness, wellness, redness, yellowness, can induce their own intensification and as well as their own extinction. Death, life and all their derivatives always threaten to slip out of their own bounds, to slide into their opposites and back again. The infantile recipient of a kiss or a smile, the stimuli provoked by its own screaming or sucking, is always the addressee of a message that exceeds its apprehension. 

Assailed by the ‘baseball bat’ of these incantatory invocations of the drives, we are drawn into contact with this fundamental anthropology. For Laplanche, we recall, art and psychoanalysis alike are means of recalling and transforming the originary enigma of the other, of signifying the designified contents of the unconscious. The audio text of 100 Live and Die, persistently threatening to disappear into the unbounded chaos of non-signification, displays its origin in “formations of the unconscious, closed in upon themselves and not intended for communication”.30 The aggressive play of sense and nonsense throughout Raw Materials alerts us to the minimal distance of the signifying text from its designified sources. The chanted imperatives communicate what is “not intended for communication”.

Aesthetic of the splinter
This unconscious content is reduced to a single, compressed kernel in the fifteenth audio text, “Anthro / Socio”. This was the fifth incarnation of the work, which began life in 1990 as a charcoal and graphite drawing bearing the words “Eat Me Feed Me”. Over the next two years, Nauman would film and photograph the German performance artist Rinde Eckert singing an expanded text to camera: ‘Feed Me / Eat Me / Anthopology / Help Me / Hurt Me / Sociology”. In 1991’s Anthro / Socio (Rinde Facing Camera), Eckert’s singing face would be shown in close-up on six stacked video monitors and three wall projections, some with the image inverted, whilst the following year Rinde Spinning would project the same singing head rotating on eight stacked screens, inverted in the upper four. Parveen Adams describes acutely the anxiety provoked by the way in which Eckert’s image “kicks us out of the picture.”31 The repeated image and phrase, she suggests, floods the distance between spectator and scene, dispossessing her of the perspectival vantage-point that would underwrite her subjectivity as a viewer.

In Raw Materials, this moment of dispossession is amplified. The text is reduced to the first sequence, “Feed Me / Eat Me / Anthropology”. The two injunctions irresistibly evoke the primary mechanisms of the unconscious as identified by Melanie Klein – ‘introjection’ and ‘projection’, the object as ‘good’, nutritive, protective and as ‘bad’, poisonous, attacking. But to assimilate the text to Kleinian unconscious fantasy, with its very specific representational content, is to miss the distortions and deformations of sense inflicted on the words by Eckert’s singing, whose overwhelming pitch and volume, along with its changing syllabic stresses increasingly deplete them of recognisable meaning. Like the Kleinian object, Eckert’s voice and words invoke our fundamental fantasies of incorporation of and by the other. But it presents us with these fantasies not as differentiated contents, as in Klein, but as enigmatic message, an excess of sound and sense swamping (to recall Laplanche’s phrase) our “capacity for apprehension and mastery”. It is this excess that constitutes the ‘Anthropology’ of the aesthetic experience provoked by Nauman.

This anthropology, I have suggested, is above all one of helplessness. Moving towards the far end of the Turbine Hall and its penultimate audio text, “Shit In Your Hat – Head on a Chair”, reveals the intrication of helplessness with the logic of masochism. This link was identified by Freud in “The Economic Problem of Masochism”, where the common denominator of the broad range of masochistic fantasies is identified as the desire “to be treated like a small and helpless child”.32 In his reading and development of this essay, Laplanche finds in this fantasy a revival of sexuality in its inaugural form. If, as the ‘general theory of seduction’ posits, libidinal excitation is first provoked by the excess of auditory, visual and tactile messages addressed to the helpless infant, then sexuality finds its very condition in helplessness. In relation to the sexual drive, Laplanche asserts, ‘we are in an essentially passive position, a position of “originary masochism” (Laplanche, “Masochism”, 212).

“Shit in Your Hat” first took form in 1990 as an installation, in which a chair, suspended from a ceiling with a wax cast female head on its seat, is set in front of a video projection of a female mime artist following spoken instructions. These instructions form the audio text to which the work has been reduced in Raw Materials. The male voice commanding his addressee organises his demands around a few verbs (put, drop, show, shit) and nouns (hat, table, head, hand, lap, face). Beginning from the simple “Put your hat on the table”, the instructions become both more complex and more physically exacting: “Put your hand on your head with your head on your hat”. The increasing sense of a transition from formal to sadistic authority culminates in the abrupt intrusion into the sequence of “Shit it your hat. Show me your hat. Put your hat on your head. Put your head on the table”. The sequence then loops back to its beginning.

This looping structure, the structure of trauma itself, suggests that the sado-masochistic ending was implicit from the beginning. The dynamic of masochism, that is, conditions the relationship between addressor and addressee. In instructing his addressee to cover her head in her own shit, moreover, he implicitly confirms the primacy of masochism. The anal sadist attacks not with his own fantasy but with his victim’s. His advantage lies not in his innate destructiveness but in her libidinally charged helplessness. The message of the other is the revelation of our original masochism. 

In removing the visual components of “Shit In Your Hat”, Nauman shifts our position from excited observers of, to helpless participants in the dynamics of masochism. We have become the direct addressees of the other’s message and of the originary masochism it arouses. Facing the Hall’s far wall, then, I found that the unbinding effected in the course of my walk was not to be reversed. On the contrary, I approached the exit with the uncanny sense of the other’s voice having pierced my ego’s membrane, “stuck” there, as Laplanche would have it, “like a splinter in the skin” (Laplanche, “Masochism”, 209). Or, to recall a different figure, smarting from the pain and disturbing pleasure of the blows insistently raining – but from where? – on the back of my neck.
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